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Mullins presents some bare facts about the Federal Reserve System with subjects on: it IS NOT a
U.S. government bank; it IS NOT controlled by Congress; it IS a privately owned Central Bank
controlled by the elite financiers in their own interest. The Federal Reserve elite controls excessive
interest rates, inflation, the printing of paper money, and have taken control of the depression of
prosperity in the United States.
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As an attorney I was impressed with the documentation by the author of the history of the
development of the Federal Reserve. My undergraduate degree 25 years ago was in economics
and I had to read much further to truly understand how our monetary system was unnecessaryily
based upon debt. Debt is bondage and central banks as the heart of fractional reserve banking hold
the key to control of the world. If you do not believe this look at the policies of the IMF and realize
that economic imperialism through central banking essentially controls the world today. A great
companion book to read is THE SECRET OF JEKEL ISLAND which explains our monetary system
in more depth, and the video CAPITAL CRIMES is an excellent 4 hour treatise on the history of
central banking beginning with the money changers in the temple whom Christ confronted and
ending with a brilliant plan to gradually increase bank reserves while issuing Constitutional "money"
such that banks become mere vaults and the Federal Reserve is put to rest.

I find it humorous that some reviewers refer to this book as antisemitic. A Jewish psychiatrist I
loaned this book to, considered it one of the most important books he had ever read and ordered a
copy for himself. Although a Jew, he didn't say one word about it being anti-semitic. Yes, the
content is shocking, at least to the typical brainwashed American who rarely tries to escape the
imprisonment of his onerous indoctrination. I have over 6,000 books in my library which is much
better than the libraries of the several little schools I taught in and consider this book one of the
most important in my library. This book is a primary source from which I can write my book on
bankers. You'll see that the best conspiracy books draw upon Mullins as a source. The great literary
figure, Ezra Pound suggested this topic to his friend, Mullins, while Mullins was visiting Pound in the
mental institute the gov't put him in after they captured him in Italy at the end of World War II. Pound
spoke out against Jewish bankers running the U.S. and causing the war so they locked him up in a
looney bin. Mullins, a reporter, thought it would take about two weeks to do the research, but spent
two years compiling the material for this book, as to his surprise he found that no previous research
had been done on the subject. This is the book Big Brother doesn't want you to read. If you want to
continue to be a brainwashed stooge of the hidden elite, ignore this book. Sure, you can call me a
crackpot because I am an expert on conspiracy theories, but I am a member of an international
honor society in history and as one high school principal I taught under put it: "Bob, has a vast
background in history." The information in this book would cause a revolution if it ever came out in
force. Sleeper awake. Read this book and stop being a manipulated minion. Mullins is not a scholar,
nor an excellent writer, but the information speaks for itself.

Did you know that the Federal Reserve is not really part of the Federal Government? It is owned
and controlled by private stockholders and you can't buy any shares. There is no listing under the
government section in the phone book. There's a listing in the white pages, look for yourself. This
book will show you a history that the publications of the "Fed" fail to reveal. You will learn how both
sides of WWI were financed by the same people and how these people financed the Russian
revolution that brought down the Czar. You will learn how the stock market crash of '29 and the
great depression were not accidents. Learn about the phony national debt that is legally binding
upon us. If you want to read a well documented history you probably didn't learn in the public fool
[sic] system then this is a must read.

This astonishing research reveal to us in a very clear way the real purposes of the Federal Reserve
Bank. This "federal" institution was created by the international bankers elite at the beginning of the

XX century at Jekyll Island with the sole purpose of completed their plan of world economic
domination. This book help us to understand a little more why WWI (1914-18), the Bolshevik
Revolution (1917) in Russia, the Crash of 1929, the rise of the Nazism in Germany in 1933 and
WWII (1939-1945) and how the banks managed to survived unseen and untochable all this time,
merged and become more rich and powerful. Also the author give us the names of the intellectual
creators such as the Morgan, Harrimans, Rothschilds, Warburgs and Rockefellers families and how
they manipulated politicians and stateman such as Herbert H. Hoover and Franklin Delano
Roosevelt et al. to approved, legalized and support the Federal Reserve Bank, the only institution
that break the check and balance policy in United States "reporting" only to the president of the
nation.

Having read this book, in the beginning of my quest for truth about History, I was blown away by his
sourcing and level of detail, and by the confidence i was able to have in his information.The few
cries of " anti-semite" shown here must either be 1) "seeds" attempting to discredit this damaging
information, or2) Members of the "neo-empathetic" movement we have seen rise lately, where folks
not even under the alledged umbrella of the group alledgedly offended become offened on the
behalf of those the suppose would be offended.Being Jewish, and close to several Jews that seek
similar knowledge, we are NOT offended, nor believe their to be any anti semitism here. We do
believe this to be one of the best efforts to date to raise the collective consciousness of this world.
Actually, we are all pretty surprised this book hasn't been bannished, or burned, by the real
anti-semites in this world. We beg of you, if this matter interests you, to PLEASE read this, and ,
pass it on.
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